Physical Education Equipment
Stall Bar with Extended Top Rail

Deluxe Arm Strengthening Bar
502028—This Deluxe Arm Strengthening
Bar is made of 1¼˝ heavy gauge steel tubing. It
is powder coated for durability. Seven rungs are
in 7˝ increments for endurance training. Overall
measurements are 63˝ tall and 21˝ wide.

Arm Ladder
502027—Arm strengthening climbing
ladder is made from heavy-duty tubular
galvanized steel. Upper body strength developer angles away from the wall for safety.
Five rungs are bolted to the outside rails—
the first four are 8˝ apart and the top one is
approximately 10˝ above the others and 7˝
back toward the wall. Overall dimensions
are 45˝ long and 24˝ wide.

Floor Hockey Goal
502040—Draper’s Floor Hockey Goal
is 4´ h x 6´ w x 22˝ d and is constructed of
1⅜˝ O.D. galvanized tube frame with galvanized steel fittings. Floor hockey goal
includes ¾˝ white nylon net and nonmarking floor pads. Net has 14 oz. vinyl sleeves to fit tubing
frame and eliminate need for lacing. Goal can be used for indoor
or outdoor play. Sold in pairs.

502015—The finest bar
available. Wall mounting brackets and bar are
constructed of galvanized
steel. Bar finished with
black powder coat and
adjusts easily in bracket
using 6˝ wall with lag
bolts and shields. Ready
to mount. 40˝ in length.

Adjustable Chinning Bar
502013—Mount Adjustable Chinning
Bar to the wall for a permanent installation or to the 2˝ x 4˝ x 54˝ wood wall pads
for adjustability and removal for storage.
Solid steel frame and 1⅛˝ diameter solid
steel bar are welded together for a lifetime
of chin-ups. With wood wall pads, bar is
adjustable in 6˝ increments within a 30˝
range. Frame and bar have a chrome finish.

Indoor Equipment

502026—Mount single Stall Bar sections separately or in a continuous row. Each section is 2´10˝
wide and 8´ high with 11 rungs of 1½˝ diameter solid oak. Rungs are finished with a clear lacquer and
secured to the uprights to prevent turning. Each
section weighs 75 lbs. Assembly hardware and
mounting instructions included.

Deluxe Adjustable Wall
Chinning Bar

Stationary Chinning Bars
These one, two or three section chinning bars feature
the same quality
construction as
our Deluxe Adjustable Wall
Chinning Bar,
but are designed
to mount directly
to a wall.
502016—40˝ Single unit chinning bar
502017—82˝ Dual unit chinning Bar
502018—124˝ Three unit chinning bar

Wall Mounted Horizontal Ladder
502025—Side rails are 12´ long and 1½˝ x 4˝ x .083˝ wall
rectangle tubing with capped ends. Side rails are electrostatically painted. Twelve hardwood rungs are 1⅜˝ dia.
solid maple and are secured to the side rails to prevent
turning. Support frames of 1⅝˝ dia. heavy wall tubing will
position the inside of the ladder 2´-6´ from the wall. 2˝ x 6˝
wood wall pads included. Assembly hardware and mounting instructions included.

For complete submittals, instructions
or specifications, visit Draper’s
web site at www.draperinc.com.
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